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Travel Tips & Disney Happenings
Holiday Magic at Disney’s Animal Kingdom

From life-sized animal puppets to a new series of 

wintery tales projected on the Tree of Life, Discovery 

Island will be at the center of the attention this holiday 

season at Disney’s Animal Kingdom. Diwali will be 

celebrated over in the Asian sections of the park, where 

the Festival of Lights will be in full swing. And a unique 

holiday presentation will delight Guests with the 

colors and textures of an authentic African celebration 

combined with Western traditions. Don’t forget about 

characters! Donald and all his friend will be getting 

into the spirit over at DinoLand U.S.A. Before you leave 

the park, you will also want to swing by The World of 

Avatar to see the holiday décor that pairs classic pieces 

from Earth with handcrafted items from Pandora. No 

matter where you travel in the park this holiday season, 

there are sure to be exciting thing for the entire family 

to discover. Don’t miss out!

Mickey’s Very Merry Christmas Party

This year, Minnie’s Wonderful Christmastime 

Fireworks, a brand-new show, makes its debut at 

Mickey’s Very Christmas Party.  This year’s party will be 

anchored by returning favorites like the “Once Upon 

a Christmas Time” holiday parade where the big man 

himself, Santa, makes an appearance. Also returning 

is the “Mickey’s Most Merriest Celebration” stage show 

front and center at Cinderella Castle. Guests will again 

have the opportunity to enjoy their favorite rides, 

savor complimentary holiday treats, shop for exclusive 

merchandise, and experience the magic of “snowfall” on 

Main Street U.S.A.  Mickey’s Very Merry Christmas Party 

is a special ticketed event and with only 23 dates spaces 

are limited. 

Popular Super Zoom Magic Shots Add a Third

Ever since the first Super Zoom Magic Shot was 

introduced at Magic Kingdom Park earlier this year, 

allowing guests the opportunity to capture themselves 

in front of Cinderella Castle, the special PhotoPass 

opportunities have been a huge favorites. The one-

of-a-kind photo experience combines close-up and 

far off pictures to make a unique video everyone 

will love. Now there are a total of three Super 

Zoom Magic Shots available throughout the Walt Disney 

World Resort with two of them making their home on 

the planet of Batuu at Star Wars: Galaxy’s Edge. Guest 

will find one of the two locations near First Order Cargo, 

a First Order shop featuring “recruitment gear and 

supplies.” This super zoom location will surround you 

with the beauty of the planet. Jump next door, close to 

Docking Bay 7 and the third super zoom shot will give 

guest a photo with everyone’s favorite “hunk of junk,” the 

Millennium Falcon. These amazing photo opportunities 

are included in your Memory Maker entitlement so 

make sure you don’t pass them by on your next trip.

Epcot Morocco Pavilion Opens New Exhibit

Fans of diverse world cultures, art and history 

are going to love the newly re-opened exhibit at the 

Gallery of Arts and History in the Morocco pavilion, 

titled “Race Against the Sun: Ancient Technique to 

Modern Competition.” The new exhibit features two 

competitions, Marathon des Sables (Marathon of the 

Sands) and Rallye Aicha des Gazelles du Maroc (Rally of 

the Gazelles).  The exhibit also goes into the rich history 

of the ancient inhabitants of the Sahara Desert, the 

Berbers. Included in this experience is a huge diorama 

of the Marathon of the Sands complete with trophies 

and racing gear from the Moroccan competitors along 

with a photo opportunity featuring the Rally of the 

Gazelles, the all-woman off-road rally. While you are 

in the pavilion checking out all the amazing updates, 

make sure to swing by the Tangierine Café to get a taste 

of what it is like to participate in the grueling desert 

races. Try the “sellou” a food that is a staple in the “Race 

Against the Sun.” It has all the energy-packed nutrition 

that runners need to fuel their fight to the finish. Be sure 

not to miss this exciting new update over at the World 

Showcase on your next visit to Epcot. 

  

Courtesy of Michael Renfrow, Owner and Head Conciear 

at CONCIEARS, your magical vacation concierge. Contact  

CONCIEARS for your next vacation to any of Disney’s magical 

destinations around the planet and prepare yourself for a level 

of service you won’t get anywhere else. Call 1-856-687-3277 or 

email him directly at mrenfrow@conciears.com to kick off 

your next adventure!
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Christmas Castles and 
Yuletide Towers: The 

Holiday Transformations 
of the Disney Park Icons

by Britta Stephens
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It’s that time of year again! The time of year for cookie 

and bread (or cupcake) baking; for Christmas music to be 

played in every shopping mall you visit; and of course, the 

time to put up all those decorations. The holiday season 

seems to start earlier and earlier every year, and Walt Disney 

World is no exception (not that we are complaining one bit)! 

Immediately following the last night of Mickey’s Not-So-

Scary Halloween Party, Mickey pumpkins are replaced with 

Mickey wreaths. The Pumpkin Spice craze takes a sabbatical, 

and the way is paved for peppermint, gingerbread, and 

eggnog “everything”. From the moment you enter the parks 

(where festive garland and holiday decorations point you 

to your destination of choice), to the moment you spot 

Cinderella Castle, Walt Disney World is transformed into a 

home for those seeking to celebrate the season of love and 

light. 

Walt Disney World is well known for its lights, decorations, 

and snacks, but the goodies and decor aren’t the only 

things that get transformed during this time of year. Many 

of the signature icons throughout the parks undergo a 

breathtaking metamorphosis. Each transformation/show/

attraction is unique in its own right, but they all manage to 

combine the magic of Disney with the joy of the holidays. 

Before we begin, we should mention that since November 

and December are among the busiest times of the year 

at Walt Disney World, be sure to make all of your Mickey’s 

Very Merry Christmas Party and dessert party reservations 

in advance in order to nab the best possible views of your 

favorite Disney landmarks in their best bib and tucker. 

Now, join us as we celebrate some of our favorite holiday 

transformations!

Cinderella Castle: Magic Kingdom

There’s no better place to begin than with the most 

familiar Disney landmark of all, Cinderella Castle. It’s fair to 

say that this is the most quintessential icon transformation 

in all of Walt Disney World. The experience of strolling 

through the entrance, turning the corner onto Main 

Street U.S.A., and catching that breathtaking first glimpse 

of the Castle is a treasured tradition for both adults and 

children alike. Come October, and sometimes as early as late 

September, the Castle begins to change. As you get closer, 

you’ll start to notice lights draped along the top of each 

wall and turret, looking like scarcely visible curtains. This is 

when you know the season is about to change. 

It’s exciting enough to glimpse the unlit lights draped 

over Cinderella Castle, full of anticipation of what’s to come. 

However, actually watching the nighttime show, a Frozen 

Holiday Wish, and seeing Elsa convert our beloved Castle 

into her own ice palace is stunning to say the least. But 

Anna and Elsa aren’t the only ones to grace the stage during 

this wintery performance. Rugged mountain man Kristoff 

and gullible snowman Olaf make special, unforgettable 

appearances as well. 

While central Florida may not be the most obvious place to 

enjoy apple cider or hot chocolate (geographically speaking), 

you can nonetheless capture that true holiday spirit by 

heading on over to Joffrey’s (at the Ferryboat entrance or 

in Tomorrowland) or Starbucks (on your way down Main 

Street U.S.A.) and grabbing a scrumptious holiday beverage 

to enjoy whilst you take in the magic as Cinderella takes a 

bow and hands over her (not so humble) abode to the Queen 

of Arendelle for the evening! 

Whether you reserve a spot early to ensure that you get 

lots of close up photos, or chill a little further down Main 

Street U.S.A. (away from the crowds), you’re sure to enjoy 

seeing Elsa’s magical transformation of our favorite Castle 

into a shimmering ice palace that will take your breath away. 

You can catch this transformation at 6:15 pm throughout 

the holiday season.

Chinese Theatre: Disney’s Hollywood Studios

The Chinese Theatre already holds sentimental value for 

so many of us, but during the holidays, Jingle Belle, Jingle 

Bam brings all of your favorite Disney/Pixar films to life, old 

and new. You can see scenes from everything from Beauty 

and the Beast to Inside Out! There is even an appearance 

by our favorite holiday mashup movie: Tim Burton’s The 

Nightmare Before Christmas! While Mickey’s Not-So-Scary 

Halloween Party takes full advantage of the Halloween 

theme of the film, those of us who enjoy the magic it brings 

to both holidays can get our extended Tim Burton fix during 

this show.

The show perfectly encapsulates the original concept 

behind Disney-MGM Studios: the magic of storytelling. (Oh 

how we will miss you, Great Movie Ride!) It’s no surprise that 

Star Wars: Galaxy’s Edge and Toy Story Land have found 

their homes at Hollywood Studios. This park is filled with 

so many great stories, to fully immerse yourself in and find 

yourself in a whole new world. 

This fireworks spectacular began in 2016, and although 

Disney is always changing things up, right now it has no end 
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in sight. The soundtrack is filled with traditional Christmas 

carols combined with scenes from various films and will be 

sure to stir up nostalgic feelings in your heart. This unique 

combination will take you back to those early movies that 

you loved while it filling your spirit with the magic of the 

holidays. 

One of the best things about the show is that it totally 

surrounds you. The Chinese Theatre projects images on 

screens around the entire area in front of the Theatre, 

nearly wrapping around the width of the audience itself! 

Because of this, there’s not a bad seat in the house. 

Having said that, if you want an amazing view of the 

spectacle, be sure to book a spot at the Jingle Bell, Jingle 

Bam dessert party. In addition to the spectacular view, you’ll 

also get to enjoy appetizers, a selection of non-alcoholic 

and alcoholic beverages, as well as a scrumptious selection 

of holiday desserts! Best of all, Chip ‘n’ Dale will be there for 

meet and greets!

The Tower of Terror: Disney’s Hollywood Studios

If you are anything like me and have a love/hate 

relationship with the Tower of Terror (OK, I don’t actually 

hate anything about Disney, but that drop makes me 

reconsider) it may not always be in the cards for you to take 

a ride in the Hollywood Tower Hotel. But you can’t deny 

how gorgeous this Hollywood Studios landmark is. While it 

might be unusual for a park to have two full night shows 

projected onto two separate icons, it actually makes sense 

for the Hollywood Tower to be decked out for the holidays. 

On billboards and signs on the way into the park, the 

Tower, not the Theatre, is usually what you see. If you 

happen to be staying on resort property and tune in to the 

parks guide station, you will see the Tower looming in the 

distance when you see the hours displayed (in addition to 

the Theatre, but Disney knows what draws our attention). 

And that’s not to mention the three-dimensional, whimsical 

signage illustrating terrified Guests being dangled outside 
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the Tower, right near the park entrance.

The night show at the Tower of Terror, Sunset Seasons 

Greetings, is more of a static projection show than a full-

blown extravaganza, relying on imagery to take you back 

to memories of family holidays via the families found in 

Disney/Pixar films. (And just a side note; it’s not lost on us 

that the Tower is what patrons see from the parking lot and 

that this show is considered a ‘Greeting’)! 

The Tower transforms into a giant present, a gingerbread 

house, a Christmas village, and even a scene from Andy’s 

room. This collection of imagery is the perfect marriage 

of Hollywood Studios movie magic and the spirit of the 

holidays! It’s a wonderful blend of film, family, and happy 

memories. Complete with all of your favorite holiday tunes 

and the infamous fluffy white Florida ‘snow,’ the Tower of 

Christmas is the perfect way to start, enjoy, and wrap up (see 

what I did there?) your Hollywood Studios holiday season. 

Tree of Life: Disney’s Animal Kingdom 

The Tree of Life is already breathtaking. Sculpted in the 

image of a baobab tree (the true African Tree of Life), the 

it features over 300 images of animals, both current and 

extinct. The Tree of Life already has an amazing evening 

show (which can be seen every night starting at 6 pm, 

repeating every 10 minutes until the park closes), but 

for the holidays Guests can see Animal Kingdom’s most 

stunning icon brought to life with a breathtaking solstice 

tale accompanied by a festive musical arrangement. Just 

when you thought the Tree of Life couldn’t get any more 

breathtaking, here come the Imagineers with their extra 

dash of pixie dust and visions of sugar plums! During the 

holidays, this larger-than-life beauty sends its message of 

life out to Pandora, Dinoland U.S.A., Asia, and Africa, then 

brings you back home before you leave. 

This first-ever Tree of Life holiday experience is 

mesmerizing in a “River of Lights-meets-Circle of Life-

meets-the holidays” kind of way! It’s the perfect way to start 

your evening, or end your night, after exploring the special 

cultural celebrations found throughout the park. 

Jingle Cruise: Magic Kingdom

What’s better than the Jungle Cruise? There’s only one 

correct answer: the Jingle Cruise holiday overlay! During the 

holiday months, this whimsical attraction gets a big-time 

makeover, and not just aesthetically. Since the inception of 

this holiday makeover in 2013, the Jingle Cruise has been a 

massive hit for Disney aficionados all over the world. The 

typically witty, dare we say corny, banter of the skippers 

remains present (there I go again!), but with a holiday twist! 

The puns, in no short supply I might add, come complete 

with silly holiday in-law and family jokes and jabs. For those 

of you who’ve never had the incredible opportunity to see 

the stupendous, amazing, absolutely incredible backside 

of water, this Magic Kingdom attraction takes you down 

the Amazon, the Nile, and comes back full-circle to Trader 

Sam selling his shrunken heads. The skipper leads the tour 

with gusto, showing you everything from the Jungle Book 

(you’ll have to see it for yourself) to half-off lodgings which 

crashed through the ( jungle) roof with savings. The Jingle 

Cruise additions add even more value to the trip (but at 

the same great price, of course! Two of his heads for one 

of yours...) and will have you laughing (and groaning) every 

time the skipper speaks. 

Here’s a tip: If you find your way to the Jingle Cruise while 

everyone is watching the show during Mickey’s Very Merry 

Christmas Party, you just might find yourself on a private 

cruise (though it’s not guaranteed).

It’s All About the Magic of the Holidays

Walt Disney World doesn’t take change lightly. Cast 

Members work tirelessly to provide both magic and 

merriment, and nothing will stop them from bringing you 

the joy of the holidays. Part of this is what we see from the 

moment we enter the parks. 

Nothing says “Christmas” at Disney like the icons we know 

and love being magically transformed into elaborate holiday 

spectacles. Performances like these are not necessarily new 

to the Cinderella Castle stage at Magic Kingdom, or the icons 

at Hollywood Studios and Animal Kingdom, but they embrace 

the holiday spirit unlike any other. 

Shows like ‘Let the Magic Begin’ at rope drop every morning 

and Mickey’s Royal Friendship Faire throughout the day are 

wonderful to behold. But the holiday spectaculars take the 

concept of “celebration” to a whole new level. However, like 

all good things, once the holiday shows end at all of the 

parks, they are over until the following year. It may be sad, 

but the fact that they end is part of what makes them so 

special. Knowing how dedicated Walt Disney World is to the 

holiday experience, and how hard they work at cultivating 

something special for each and every Guest that walks 

through the gates, makes the holidays at Disney even more 

magical!
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Epcot Holiday 
Merriment    
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The Christmas season ushers in a joyous celebration of holiday merriment throughout 

Walt Disney World. From Dream Lights and peppermint cupcakes to festive decorations 

and even Santa himself, Walt Disney World is the place to be during the holiday season. 

But over at Epcot, the holidays take on a whole new meaning, as each pavilion in World 

Showcase shares the traditions of their home country. The stories are fascinating to behold, 

and the unique decorations to be found are unlike any other you’ll see at the other parks.

So grab some hot cocoa, bundle up (presuming Florida is gracing us with a blast of 

its own version of winter weather), and join us as we take a stroll around the world to 

celebrate the spirit of the holidays in a whole new way!
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When it comes to Christmas and sweets, nothing can 

top the wonderful aromas and holiday deliciousness 

of gingerbread. And one of the fondest of all Christmas 

traditions is the building of the gingerbread house. Whether 

yours is a simple version topped with gumdrops and icing, 

or an elaborate construction filled with tiny details all 

the way down to the individual gingerbread shingles, the 

gingerbread house is a time-honored tradition that truly 

brings the Christmas spirit to life.

As you might expect, Disney takes the gingerbread 

tradition to a whole new level; with larger-than-life 

creations taking up residence in many of the resorts, and 

incredibly detailed constructions even appearing in a few 

attractions. We’ll begin our confectionery journey at Disney’s 

Contemporary Resort and a visit to Cinderella Castle.

The Contemporary’s fourth floor Grand Canyon 

Concourse is home to a Mary Blair-inspired Cinderella 

gingerbread masterpiece. The display features gingerbread 

versions of Cinderella and Prince Charming in front of a 

stunning gingerbread Castle backdrop. The 18-foot-tall 

display was created using thousands of gingerbread blocks, 

rolled fondant, and modeling chocolate. Cinderella’s Fairy 

Godmother and her glass slipper also adorn one side of 

the Castle, making for quite the photo op! If you stop at the 

resort to see the Castle this holiday season, don’t miss the 

opportunity to pick up some sweet treats at the nearby 

merchandise cart. There you can stock up on seasonal 

flavors of gelato, gingerbread cookies, butter cookies, hot 

chocolate, cider, and more.

For the past couple of years, the Contemporary was 

home to a Frozen-themed display, where Guests found 

“small world”-esque representations of Elsa, Anna, Sven, and 

Kristoff, as well as 15 Hidden Olafs scattered among the 

sugar snowdrifts. The entire creation required 311 pounds 

of honey, 273 eggs, 35 pounds of sugar syrup, 514 pounds of 

flour, and 67 pounds of spice. As you can imagine, the scene 

included lots of snow, and for that, the Contemporary 

Bakery team used 222 pounds of icing! The castle itself was 

comprised of over 1,500 gingerbread shingles…and, oh yeah, 

you could also find 423 pounds of chocolate. Yum!

Prior to the arrival of the Frozen gingerbread castle, the 

Contemporary was home to an “it’s a small world”-inspired 

holiday gingerbread tree. The tree itself was 17 feet tall and 

6 feet wide, and was inspired by the artistry of Mary Blair 

(who also designed the Contemporary’s Grand Canyon 

Concourse mural). The entire creation took 1,200 hours of 

mixing, cutting, baking, and decorating to complete, and 

was crafted by the Contemporary Bakery chefs. The scene 

included 15 Hidden Mickeys, and the tree itself had over 2,000 

gingerbread “shingles.” It was all decorated with 98 pounds 

of icing and 151 pounds of chocolate…and the requisite 27 

pounds of spice! 

Red, White, and Blue…Gingerbread

A recent addition to the gingerbread lineup can be found 

at the American Adventure. Here you’ll find an incredibly 

detailed gingerbread recreation of the U.S. Capitol, the 

Washington Monument, and the Lincoln Memorial. 

Thankfully, this isn’t a life-sized recreation, but the intricate 

details are truly astonishing. Among the many bricks and 

paving stones, see if you can find the seven Hidden Mickeys 

hidden amongst the 20 pounds of royal icing and 30 pounds 

of molding chocolate!

The Epcot Resorts

If you’re a fan of Hidden Mickeys, you’ll enjoy the Holiday 

Carousel at Disney’s Yacht and Beach Club Resorts. A Guest 

favorite since 2000, the Carousel boasts 17 Hidden Mickeys 

nestled among the four rotating horses. Unlike the 

Washington Monument over at the American Adventure, 

these carousel horses are life-size, and are comprised of 

over 2,000 gingerbread pieces and 150 pounds of icing! 

Over at the BoardWalk Inn, you’ll find a giant gingerbread 

house doubling as a concession stand, complete with an 

astounding 124 Hidden Mickeys! The working concession 

stand was inspired by turn-of-the-century eastern midways 

The Christmas Magic of the 
Disney Gingerbread Creations

by Tim Foster and Cari Keebaugh 

Top photo © Melissa at vegandisneyworld.com,  Bottom photo ©Tim Foster
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(think Coney Island) and sells cookies and other Christmas 

goodies. 

Grand Floridian Gingerbread Magic

All of these gingerbread creations are incredibly detailed 

and undoubtedly beautiful, but the true champion of 

gingerbread houses can be found at the Grand Floridian 

Resort & Spa. First introduced in 1999, the Grand Floridian’s 

gingerbread house usually opens mid-November. It takes 

chefs roughly 400 hours to make – and that’s just the time it 

takes to bake the bread! 

There may be as many recipes for gingerbread as there 

are miles between Fredericksburg and Frankfurt, but the 

special blend used by Disney chefs comes from Austria. The 

recipe, from Disney’s Grand Floridian Executive Pastry Chef 

Erich Herbitschek, is a type of lebkuchen gingerbread. The 

recipe (on its grand scale) calls for 1,050 pounds of honey, 

140 pints of egg whites, 600 pounds of powdered sugar, 700 

pounds of chocolate, and 800 pounds of flour! The house is 

made up of more than 10,000 pieces of gingerbread, with 

5,000 of them being used for the shingles alone. 

Speaking of shingles, they are among the most popular 

items that Guests purchase at the gingerbread house. In 

addition to gingerbread shingles, you can stop by the shop 

window and pick up various gingerbread cookies, Stollen 

bread, brownies, s’mores cookies, peppermint bark, white 

chocolate characters, miniature gingerbread houses, 

caramel pecan fudge, cinnamon apple cupcakes and a 

selection of gluten-free and vegan sweets. The house is full 

of surprises, and viewing the house from the second story 

of the lobby often reveals details that Guests cannot see 

from the first floor.

Whether you’re visiting one of the Disney resorts or 

strolling through World Showcase, gingerbread creations 

can be found in numerous places, and they are definitely not 

to be missed! So make it a point to visit these confectionery 

showpieces, count up those Hidden Mickeys…and don’t 

forget the hot chocolate!
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by Brittany DiCologero
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The Victorian elegance of Disney’s Grand Floridian 

Resort & Spa makes it one of the most-beloved 

locations outside of the theme parks to take in holiday 

cheer at Walt Disney World. The resort’s sweeping grand 

architectural style comes to life during the holiday season 

when it’s adorned with multiple Christmas trees, garland, 

poinsettias, and its famous life-size gingerbread house. 

Whether you’re counting down the days to your next Disney 

trip or are just here for the beautiful photo spreads, here’s 

everything we love about Disney’s Grand Floridian Resort & 

Spa during the most magical time of the year.

Oh, Christmas Tree…

As you enter the resort’s main lobby, you’ll be greeted 

by Christmas trees large and small, adorning nearly every 

corner of the resort. The centerpiece of the resort is the 

majestic Christmas tree that reaches from floor to (near) 

ceiling and is decorated with appropriately themed 

Victorian ornaments like birdcages and poinsettias. 

Today’s tree conveys a sense of grandeur that we’ve come 

to expect from this resort in a slightly more sophisticated 

way than some of its past designs. Earlier versions of the 

Grand Floridian’s Christmas tree, dating from the early 

90s, were decorated entirely with maroon, pink, and white 

poinsettias and bundles of flameless taper candles (shown 

opposite). Which tree do you prefer? We’re just so enamored 

with the resort’s Christmas décor of today that it’s hard for 

us to imagine anything else!

Made with “Disney Magic & Pixie Dust”

Disney’s Grand Floridian Resort & Spa is one of the most 

popular resorts to visit during the holidays for a much 

sweeter reason – the life-size gingerbread house that is 

constructed in the lobby each year. This year marks the 

21st showing of the gingerbread house, a tradition that has 

since inspired numerous large-scale gingerbread displays at 

other resorts, including Disney’s Contemporary Resort and 

the Yacht & Beach Club Resorts, just to name a few. 

If you’re planning a trip to the Grand Floridian Resort to 

stock up on some sweets, be prepared to wait in a short 

line – the gingerbread house gets more and more popular 

each year with Guests coming from all over to purchase 

holiday treats. Fortunately, the house features a myriad of 

details in its design that you can look for while waiting in 

line, including tons of Hidden Mickeys, intricately designed 

sugar flowers, character artwork, white chocolate figures, 

and more. Even if you aren’t planning on buying anything 

(if you have that much self-control!), be sure to spend some 

Top photo ©Tim Foster, opposite photo ©Disney24 · WDW Monthly
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time taking in all of the details that make this gingerbread 

house so impressive. 

Don’t Miss…

There are many details we love at Disney’s Grand 

Floridian Resort & Spa that are around all year, and many 

of these are further enhanced during the holidays. For 

instance, the Grand Floridian Society Orchestra performs 

in the main building of the resort most afternoons and 

evenings, and while they typically play a masterful set of 

jazz and ragtime classics, an array of Christmas tunes are 

thrown into the mix during the holiday season. With the 

gingerbread house open daily from 10:00 am-10:00 pm, we 

recommend stopping by for a gingerbread shingle and 

spending some time relaxing in the resort’s lobby to take in 

the live orchestra performances. 

In addition to the orchestra, the Grand Floridian is home 

to their very own piano maestro, who plays the grand piano 

in the lobby multiple times throughout the day. Whenever 

you plan on visiting the resort this holiday season, you’re 

sure to come across live music and special events just for 

the holidays, and you may even come across the occasional 

waltz by Cinderella and Prince Charming.

Tea Anyone?

You can’t go wrong with any of the restaurants at the 

Grand Floridian, but for something special for the holidays, 

why not plan a Christmas tea? The resort’s Garden View 

Tea Room serves afternoon tea daily with individual pots 

of hot tea alongside a tiered offering of finger sandwiches, 

scones, tarts, and a selection of desserts. Enhancements to 

afternoon tea include caviar, cheese and fruit plates, and 

champagne by the glass, so you can pack on the luxury or 

keep your tea more relaxed.

The Garden View Tea Room always offers stunning 

views of the lobby and the resort’s gardens, but the views 

are even more breathtaking during the holidays. A hot pot 

of tea, some of the tastiest savory and sweet options to be 

found at any resort restaurant, and the sounds of the Grand 

Floridian Society Orchestra make this the ultimate holiday 

experience in my book. In fact, a visit to the resort to see 

the Christmas decorations, followed by afternoon tea, and 

ending with an evening at Mickey’s Very Merry Christmas 

Party sounds like the perfect way to celebrate the season!

Disney’s Grand Floridian Resort & Spa is undoubtedly the 

most popular resort to visit during the holidays. Still, each 

of Disney’s resorts decorates for the season, and you could 

easily fill an entire trip by simply exploring the resorts. 

Disney Springs shares in the holiday spirit too with their 

annual Christmas Tree Trail, with some of this year’s trees 

taking inspiration from Disney theme parks, Aladdin, the 

Haunted Mansion, Sleeping Beauty, and so much more. 

What’s your favorite place to visit at Walt Disney 

World during the holidays? Share your photos from this  

holiday season by tagging @celebrationsmag and  

#CelebrationsMag. We can’t wait to see your favorites! 

Top photo © atdisneyagain.com, opposite photos ©Brittany DiCologero
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Since Epcot first opened its gates, it has been providing 

Guests with a glimpse of how the world could be: a 

world where cultures live side by side, learning from each 

other; and a world where tradition and progress walk hand 

in hand together. Though the park is not quite what Walt 

Disney first envisioned when he conceived the Experimental 

Prototype Community of Tomorrow, it still embraces his 

optimistic vision which declares that “it’s a small world” 

after all, and that “there’s a great big, beautiful tomorrow 

shining at the end of every day.” It’s the ideal at the heart of 

Spaceship Earth, one of the park’s original attractions. 

Spaceship Earth provides an overview of human 

communication, from the earliest days of humanity to 

the future and beyond. The preliminary script for the 

attraction was written by visionary author Ray Bradbury 

(author of books like Fahrenheit 451, Something Wicked This 

Way Comes, and The Martian Chronicles), who was a good 

friend of Walt Disney. Bradbury’s concept was then taken 

to Dr. Fred Williams, Dean of the Annenberg School of 

Communication at the University of Southern California for 

further refinement. When it was completed, the timeline of 

the story was distilled down to 17 scenes, with experts from 

many fields of history consulted to make sure the time 

periods shown were accurately represented. 

A variety of narrators have guided Guests through 

their journey through time since the attraction opened. 

Lawrence Dobkin was the first, followed by Walter Cronkite. 

More recently, Jeremy Irons (the voice of The Lion King’s 

Scar) played the part of your guide, and today the current 

narrator is the legendary actress Dame Judi Dench. 

A Journey Through Time

Before we board Spaceship Earth, take note of the 

stunning mural to the right of the entrance. The mural 

provides an overview of the journey you are about to take 

and was painted by artist Claudio Mazzoli. Prehistoric 

men and women stand inside a cave, painting on the rock 

walls. You’ll also notice a Spanish ship (presumably one of 

Columbus’s boats, the Nina, Pinta, or Santa Maria), a Greek 

philosopher, Egyptian scholars by the Great Pyramid of 

Giza, and Gutenberg at his printing press. However, the 

most prominent feature of the mural is the spacecraft 
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with an astronaut floating nearby, and it’s here you’ll find 

a possible Hidden Mickey. On the ship, you’ll notice the 

numbers 2350. The two, five, and zero are written in red text, 

but the three is black. Why? It could be that the white space 

inside the number three looks like a stylized Mickey, what 

do you think?

You’ll then enter the innovative loading area, where you’ll 

board your time vehicle and slowly ascend a darkened 

corridor. Once you get underway, you’ll be asked to indicate 

where you’re from on a map on the touchscreen in your 

vehicle, while Spaceship Earth Control “inputs your time 

travel coordinates”. You’ll then have your picture taken (be 

sure to smile!) for the interactive portion of the attraction 

which comes later. 

We begin our journey in prehistoric times, as we step back 

long before humanity had developed a written language. 

The first scene takes place during the last ice age, which 

began approximately 2.6 million years ago and lasted until 

just 12,000 years ago. A group of hunters surrounded by 

swirling snow is coordinating their efforts in an attempt to 

use crude tools to hunt a woolly mammoth. 

Leaving this hostile environment, we find ourselves in a 

cave with a group of early humans, who have just learned 

to paint on cave walls. This is the era of Paleolithic art, 

which emerged approximately 35,000 years ago. We also see 

skulls in this area, including those of sabre-tooth cats, dire 

wolves, a lion, and a cave bear. In true Disney fashion, these 

skulls were cast from molds found in the Page Museum’s 

Paleolithic collection, meaning the bones we see are 

completely accurate to the time period. 

Our next time jump takes us to ancient Egypt, when 

papyrus (the forerunner of modern-day paper) was first 

made. As Dame Judi Dench explains, “Papyrus, in turn, 

creates better record keeping of plans, designs, and 

unfortunately taxes. But it also brings with it the dawn of 

great civilizations.”

Once again, Disney went to great lengths to ensure that 

the scene was historically accurate. The hieroglyphics seen 

here are authentic recreations. In addition, depictions of 

the gods Anubis, Thoth, and Soker are present, illustrating 

the complex and rich religious beliefs of the civilization. 

Speaking of hieroglyphics, as you examine the walls and 

scrolls, you’ll see that it takes an awful lot of them to convey 

a given message…in fact the ancient Egyptians used over 

1,000 of them. Before we move on, let’s stop to think about 

how remarkable it is that you are able to read this article 

at all. These little squiggles on the page are able to relay 

vast quantities of information…using only 26 “symbols.” 

The simple ABCs we all learned in grade school are actually 

one of the most significant achievements in human 

history, allowing us to record and share vast amounts of 

information, or to preserve it for future generations. We 

should really thank whoever is responsible…

Which brings us to the Phoenicians! As we enter the 

next scene, we see Phoenician merchants on a boat. The 

blue lighting in the area gives us the feeling that we are 

truly on the water, and Dame Judi Dench explains the 

impact that the development of a written alphabet had 

on global commerce and trade. She ends the segment with 

this memorable line, “Remember how easy it was to learn 

your ABCs? Thank the Phoenicians – they invented them.” 

The quote has taken on a life of its own over the years. 

T-shirts, hats, and other bits of memorabilia have adopted 

the phrase, typically presented along with an image of 

Spaceship Earth. In a curious way, the line has come to 

define the attraction. Before we leave this scene, be sure to 

take note of the serene view off to the right. While it doesn’t 

feature any Animatronic figures (and indeed is secondary 

to the main scene on the left), it’s a very calm setting, with 

lights flickering on the distant land underneath a starry 

sky. For some people, that’s actually their favorite scene in 

the entire attraction, but it’s easy to overlook!

As we leave the Phoenicians behind, we next find ourselves 

in ancient Greece. Here, we learn how the Greeks invented 

public schools, not to mention the study of mathematics. 

A group of students is seated around a scholar, who is 

standing in front of several columns giving a lesson. This 

scene is also memorable for its starry evening sky, and 

you can’t help but feel a magical sense of tranquility. Take 

note of the details on the clothing the Audio-Animatronics 

are wearing in this scene, they’re known to have frequent 

costume changes!

Greece then gives way to Rome, and as Dame Judi Dench 

tells us, the Romans gave the world its first “World Wide 

Web” through the complex network of roads they created. A 

fond memory for many Epcot veterans was the sight of the 

tiny illuminated chariot racing off into the distance (again, 

underneath a beautiful evening sky). The removal of the 

chariot was simply an Imagineering decision made during an 

update of the attraction. (A similar decision was made when 

one of the Arab and Jewish scholars in the next room was 

removed, as Imagineers believed Guests would have a better 

view without the extra Audio-Animatronic in the way.)

Sadly, our next encounter is one of history’s greatest 
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tragedies: the burning of Rome and the loss of the Library of 

Alexandria. To bring the scene to life, the aroma of burning 

embers wafts through the air, orange lights flicker to give 

the illusion of flames, and we see charred scrolls scattered 

about. But as we soon learn, all is not lost!

Our next stop takes us to the Islamic Empire. Here, we 

learn how Islamic and Jewish scholars helped save much of 

our historical, scientific, and mathematical knowledge. As 

Dench explains, many works which were assumed lost were 

in fact protected by these scholars, with what she terms as 

the first “back-up system.” 

Speaking of books, we then enter the medieval period and 

learn how European monks helped preserve knowledge 

through the painstaking work of copying books by hand. It 

was tiring work to be sure (as evidenced by the monk who’s 

dozing off on the job), but history was once again poised 

to make communication easier. The next scene shows the 

invention of the printing press by Johannes Gutenberg. 

Impressively, the book we see is an accurate reproduction 

of the original Gutenberg Bible.

Next, we move to the Renaissance, and we learn how the 

arts evolved into a wonderful new form of communication; no 

matter if it was painting, sculpting, writing, or music. However, 

the most impressive scene here is the room where we can see 

Michelangelo painting the Sistine Chapel. As we leave Italy, 

our vehicle passes underneath that gorgeous creation, and 

we can even see his collection of paintbrushes through all the 

scaffolding. And yes, you can even see Michelangelo deftly add 

a few strokes of paint to his masterpiece.  

We next jump forward to the 1800s and our first trip to the 

United States. Here we see how the press helped disseminate 

the news that the American Civil War had ended. A giant 

printing press toils away in the background, while a young 

newsie declares the surrender of Lee at Appomattox. We 

then begin moving towards the 20th century, and it’s at 

this point that the soundtrack adds a ragtime piano to 

the attraction’s theme. The next scene depicts the birth of 

modern telecommunications through women working at a 

switchboard. You’ll also see a scene featuring the telegraph, 

one of the earliest technological innovations for long-

distance communication. You may think the code you hear 

being tapped out is random, but it’s actually a recreation 

of the May 10, 1869 announcement of the “golden spike” at 

Promontory Point Utah, the milestone event linking the 

eastern and western railroads of the United States.

Your vehicle then moves through scenes depicting the 

rapid advances in technology which have taken place over 

the last 80 years. A radio broadcast describes Amelia Earhart’s 

Trans-Atlantic flight, and shortly thereafter we see a family 

gathered around a television set broadcasting the 1969 Moon 

landing, as narrated by Walter Cronkite. Take note of the 

details in the family’s living room, particularly the records 

that rest on the floor next to the TV. Cast Members regularly 

change out the front-facing record here, so it may change to 

something new between your visits to Epcot.

Our time machine then takes us to a scene with a large 

mainframe computer in it, which takes up the entire room. 

(Imagine that as you read this on your smartphone or 

tablet!) But as we’ll soon see, computer technology would 

rapidly advance, and in the next scene we see a man in a 

garage, toiling away in solitude (by a half-eaten pizza no 

less!) working to create the world’s first personal computer. 

Some Guests speculate that this figure was intended to 

represent a specific person like Steve Jobs or Steve Wozniak, 

but the ‘official’ answer is that he represents everyone 

involved with creating the personal computer. 

After a brief trip through a dazzling corridor of scrolling 

computer codes, we emerge into the highlight of our tour; 

the top of Spaceship Earth featuring a projection of the 

Earth hovering above us, surrounded by a sea of stars. As 

Dame Judi Dench says, “For the first time in history, all of us 

can have a say about the kind of world we want to live in. 

The choices we have made for the past 30,000 years have 

been inventing the future one day at a time.”

And now, it’s time for the future. As our time vehicle 

rotates for its descent to Earth, we are given a chance 

to create a fictional future of our own. The on-vehicle 

computer asks us a few questions about the type of 

future we are interested in, and then creates an animated 

sequence depicting it. Remember those pictures taken way 

back at the start? They come into play here, placing you in 

the future you’ve created.

Spaceship Earth is a grand and wondrous journey, one 

which never fails to inspire. By showing us what we have 

accomplished as a species, it hints at what we might still 

achieve. It encourages us to work and dream. 

And don’t forget, if you enjoyed being able to read this 

article...thank the Phoenicians!

Spaceship Earth Fun Facts

•  If you feel an air of American patriotism as you travel 

through Spaceship Earth, that may be because many of 
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the Animatronics here have been recycled from the Hall 

of Presidents! For example, one of the Egyptian scribes 

was originally a figure of William Toward Taft, the 27th 

President of the United States. The Roman senator was 

Theodore Roosevelt, and the centurion he is speaking to 

was Zachary Taylor. James Buchanan “plays” the part of 

Gutenberg, while his helper was formerly Andrew Jackson. 

•  One pair of Audio-Animatronics who are not from the 

Hall of Presidents are John and Sarah from Walt Disney’s 

Carousel of Progress. John is the mustachioed gentleman 

playing the lute in the Renaissance scene, and much like 

the Carousel of Progress, his Spaceship Earth counterpart 

is his wife, Sarah.  

•  Moving along during the Renaissance scene, take a peek 

at the two artists on your left before you approach the 

Michelangelo scene. They are both creating their own self-

portraits, and if you look far to the left on the back table 

you’ll see white paint rings that form a Hidden Mickey. 

•  In the scene showing the birth of the personal computer, 

look for the poster of Fleetwood Mac on the wall. Could 

the second part of the band’s name give you any clue as to 

which computer is being developed? At one point, Disney 

Imagineers actually wanted to play some of Fleetwood 

Mac’s music in this scene, but the band did not grant them 

the rights to any songs, so the music leading into the view 

of Earth was used instead. 

•  A special gutter system keeps rain from cascading off 

of the sphere. Rainwater is instead channeled through 

underground drains that lead to World Showcase Lagoon.

•  When you exit, don’t forget to keep your eye on the large 

model of the Earth. If you look closely, you should be able to 

spot yourself jetting off to your hometown! (Or at least the 

location you entered at the beginning of your journey…

sometimes it’s fun to pretend you live in a far-off land!). 

Also, keep your eye on the spots slowly gliding across the 

adjacent screens; occasionally they’ll form Hidden Mickeys!

•  To be mathematically precise, Spaceship Earth is not a 

sphere but a pentakis dodecahedron. But what exactly IS a 

pentakis dodecahedron? Watch our Magic Moments video 

to find out! We’ll also tell you exactly how many tiles there 

are on the exterior of Spaceship Earth. (If you don’t know, jot 

down your best guess and see how well you do!)

Photos ©Tim Foster

Click below to take a virtual tour of “Spaceship Earth”  
in our newest Magical Moments video!!

https://youtu.be/PDgJBT9C2QM
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